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ISDA Study Shows Continued Fragmentation of Global Liquidity Pools 
 

 

MONTREAL, April 22, 2015 – Global derivatives markets are continuing to fragment along 

geographic lines as a result of divergent regulations across jurisdictions, according to new 

research published today at ISDA’s 30
th

 Annual General Meeting in Montreal. 

 

The research shows an average 94.3% of regional European interdealer volume in euro 

interest rate swaps (IRS) was traded between European dealers between July and October 

2014. The share of the exclusive European dealer pool fell slightly to 84.5% in December 

2014, reflecting a general decline in euro IRS trading activity between European institutions 

in the fourth quarter of last year. 

 

In comparison, the exclusive European dealer pool for euro IRS averaged 73.4% in the third 

quarter of 2013. 

 

The change coincides with the introduction of US swap execution facility (SEF) rules in 

October 2013, which required electronic trading venues that provide access to US persons to 

register with the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and comply with SEF 

rules. The proportion of euro IRS trades conducted between European dealers rose 20 

percentage points between September and October 2013 to reach 90.7% in October 2013, 

suggesting non-US participants started to avoid trading with US dealers where possible to 

avoid being subject to US SEF rules. Just 2.9% of euro IRS trades were between a European 

and US dealer in August 2014, compared with 28.7% in September 2013.  

 

“ISDA’s research demonstrates that the fragmentation of global liquidity pools continues to 

be a problem. Fragmentation means less liquidity, less choice and, ultimately, higher costs for 

end users,” said Scott O’Malia, ISDA’s Chief Executive Officer. “It’s important that 

regulators coordinate and cooperate to eliminate inconsistencies in their rules and ensure 

derivatives end users can tap into deeper liquidity pools.” 

 

Although regional pools exist in the market for US dollar IRS, evidence of fragmentation is 

more subtle than in the euro IRS market. US dollar IRS trading between European and US 

dealers in the European regional interdealer pool reached a low of 35.9% following the 

introduction of the SEF rules in October 2013. Since then, the cross-border pool has steadily 

increased and surpassed the exclusive European pool in September 2014. This could reflect 

the fact that the US dollar IRS market is US-centric and is primarily traded on SEFs.  
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ISDA recently published a set of principles for the centralized execution of derivatives, aimed 

at encouraging regulatory consistency of centralized trading rules, and facilitating 

equivalence and substituted compliance determinations. ISDA believes certain regulatory 

changes need to be made to the US SEF rules in order to comply with the ISDA principles 

and to achieve a harmonized international regulatory regime. The necessary regulatory 

adjustments would include changing the process for making mandatory trade execution 

determinations to ensure it is based on objective criteria and supported by data, and to allow 

greater flexibility in swap execution mechanisms. 

 

Summary of the ISDA fragmentation analysis: 

 

 The cleared euro IRS market remains largely fragmented in US and non-US liquidity 

pools. This split was first observed in October 2013 after the CFTC’s SEF regime 

came into force. 

 

 More euro IRS volume is now transacted exclusively between European 

counterparties than before October 2013. During the fourth quarter of 2014, an 

average of $2,221 billion per month of euro IRS, or 87.7% of total euro IRS volume 

by notional, was transacted exclusively between European dealers. During the third 

quarter of 2013 (prior to the start of the SEF regime), an average of $1,708 billion per 

month of euro IRS, or 73.4% of total euro IRS volume by notional, was transacted 

exclusively between European counterparties.   

 

 The notional volume of the European-to-US interdealer cross-border euro IRS market 

has decreased. During the fourth quarter of 2014, an average of $264 billion per 

month of euro IRS, or 10.8% of total euro IRS volume by notional, was transacted 

between European and US counterparties. During the third quarter of 2013, an 

average of $598 billion per month of euro IRS, or 25.8% of total euro IRS volume by 

notional, was transacted between European and US counterparties.   

 

 The percentage of euro IRS trades exclusively between European counterparties in the 

fourth quarter of 2014 was modestly lower than in previous quarters. Conversely, the 

percentage of trades between European and US counterparties was slightly higher. 

The change reflects a decline in underlying activity in euro IRS between European 

institutions over the period. Fourth quarter average notional volume fell 8.3% versus 

compared with the same period in 2013. A 25.3% decline in volume occurred 

between November 2013 and November 2014 alone.  

 

 European-to-US cross-border market share for US dollar IRS has now surpassed 

exclusive European and US dealer volumes. Continued growth of the cross-border 

pool will rely on the harmonization of rules in various regions, as well as participation 

on SEFs. 

 

 Total global liquidity of cleared US dollar IRS volume increased 7.8% year-on-year, 

from $2,035 billion in 2013 to $2,194 billion in 2014. 

 

A full version of the analysis can be found on the ‘Research’ section of ISDA’s website under 

‘Research Notes’. 

 

-more- 

http://www2.isda.org/attachment/NzM1Ng==/Path%20Forward%20for%20Centralized%20Execution%20of%20Swaps%20FINAL.pdf
http://www2.isda.org/functional-areas/research/research-notes/
http://www2.isda.org/functional-areas/research/research-notes/
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For Press Queries, Please Contact:  

Lauren Dobbs, ISDA Montreal AGM office, + 1 514 879 6821, ldobbs@isda.org   

Nick Sawyer, ISDA Montreal AGM office, + 1 514 879 6821, nsawyer@isda.org  

Donna Chan, ISDA Montreal AGM office, + 1 514 879 6821, dchan@isda.org     

 

About ISDA 

Since 1985, ISDA has worked to make the global derivatives markets safer and more 

efficient. Today, ISDA has over 800 member institutions from 67 countries. These members 

comprise a broad range of derivatives market participants, including corporations, investment 

managers, government and supranational entities, insurance companies, energy and 

commodities firms, and international and regional banks. In addition to market participants, 

members also include key components of the derivatives market infrastructure, such as 

exchanges, clearing houses and repositories, as well as law firms, accounting firms and other 

service providers. Information about ISDA and its activities is available on the Association's 

web site: www.isda.org.  

 
ISDA® is a registered trademark of the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. 

 

You are receiving this email as notification of an ISDA Press Release distribution. If you no longer wish to 

receive these emails please contact press@isda.org.   
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